
Five spies are gathered in a brie�ng room, receiving crucial instructions for their upcoming missions. Your task is to

determine the country to which each spy is assigned.

Tie: black, blue, green, purple, yellow

Name: Andrew, Christopher, Francis, Robert, Wyatt

Country: Belgium, China, Pakistan, South Korea, United Arab

Emirates

Accessory: camera, clock, glasses, ring, wallet

Skill: computer hacking, disguise, linguistics, parkour,

survival

Age: 25 years, 30 years, 45 years, 55 years, 60 years

The agent wearing a Purple tie is situated somewhere

between the 45-year-old agent and the one with a Clock

accessory, in that order.

The spy aged 55 years is positioned somewhere

between Wyatt and the agent with a Wallet, in that

order.

The spy going to South Korea is also 25 years old.

The agent sporting a Purple tie is sat next to the one

heading to China.

The spy with a Black tie sits at the fourth position.

Robert uses a Camera as a spy accessory.

The spy known as Christopher is adjacent to the one

with Glasses.

The master in Computer Hacking is seated next to the

spy with a Wallet.

The spy named Robert also possesses a Survival skill.

The agent going to a country in Europe is next to the

one sporting a Purple tie.

The expert in Computer Hacking is positioned

somewhere between the 55-year-old agent and the

agent skilled in Linguistics, in that order.

The spy assigned to the United Arab Emirates is

located next to the 30-year-old agent.

The agent with a Purple tie is immediately to the left of

the one with a Green tie.

The agent skilled in Parkour has his brie�ng

immediately after the youngest agent.

The spy with a Black tie is somewhere to the left of the

one with a Yellow tie.

The agent named Andrew is in the last position.

The agent going to China sits adjacent to the youngest

agent.

The 45-year-old spy is in the �rst position.

The spy with a Wallet accessory is directly to the left of

the one with Glasses.
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Five spies are gathered in a brie�ng room, receiving crucial instructions for their upcoming missions. Your task is to

determine the country to which each spy is assigned.

Tie: black, blue, green, purple, yellow

Name: Andrew, Christopher, Francis, Robert, Wyatt

Country: Belgium, China, Pakistan, South Korea, United Arab

Emirates

Accessory: camera, clock, glasses, ring, wallet

Skill: computer hacking, disguise, linguistics, parkour,

survival

Age: 25 years, 30 years, 45 years, 55 years, 60 years

The agent wearing a Purple tie is situated somewhere

between the 45-year-old agent and the one with a Clock

accessory, in that order.

The spy aged 55 years is positioned somewhere

between Wyatt and the agent with a Wallet, in that

order.

The spy going to South Korea is also 25 years old.

The agent sporting a Purple tie is sat next to the one

heading to China.

The spy with a Black tie sits at the fourth position.

Robert uses a Camera as a spy accessory.

The spy known as Christopher is adjacent to the one

with Glasses.

The master in Computer Hacking is seated next to the

spy with a Wallet.

The spy named Robert also possesses a Survival skill.

The agent going to a country in Europe is next to the

one sporting a Purple tie.

The expert in Computer Hacking is positioned

somewhere between the 55-year-old agent and the

agent skilled in Linguistics, in that order.

The spy assigned to the United Arab Emirates is

located next to the 30-year-old agent.

The agent with a Purple tie is immediately to the left of

the one with a Green tie.

The agent skilled in Parkour has his brie�ng

immediately after the youngest agent.

The spy with a Black tie is somewhere to the left of the

one with a Yellow tie.

The agent named Andrew is in the last position.

The agent going to China sits adjacent to the youngest

agent.

The 45-year-old spy is in the �rst position.

The spy with a Wallet accessory is directly to the left of

the one with Glasses.
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Agent #1 Agent #2 Agent #3 Agent #4 Agent #5

Tie bl�� purp�� gr��n black ye��ow

Name Wya�� Robert Francis Christop��r And��w

Country Belgium Uni��d Arab Emira��s China South Ko��a Pakistan

Accessory ring ca��ra clock w����t glas��s

Skill disgui�� surviv�� compu��r hacking linguistics parkour

Age 45 years 55 years 30 years 25 years 60 years
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